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Introduction

WE present here the resolution on the unity and regroupment of the Amer-
ican socialist movement which was adopted by the unanimous vote of all

the delegates to the July 1957 national convention of the Independent Socialist

League. It is our contribution to the discussion that has stimulated so much
interest and hope among socialists in the past year or so.

We believe that the new interest is justified; that the new hope can be
achieved.

For the past quarter of a century the Communist Party was the decisive

force among the socialistically-inclined of the United States, among radicals

and even among liberals. It grew out of an isolated sect and into a vigorous
political movement. It identified the Russian Stalinist state with the achieve-
ment of socialism and it identified itself completely with the Stalinist state.

For many years this dual identification worked overwhelmingly to its benefit.

A vast propaganda successfully combined with a vast gullibility. What could

not be concealed or falsified about the totalitarian tyranny in Russia, was
effectively apologized for and rationalized away. The big change in this began
at the end of the war. It went to mounting climaxes following the death of

Stalin. It reached explosive proportions after the sensational speech of Khrush-
chev and the bestial crushing of the Hungarian revolution. The net result of

these events has been the reduction of the Communist Party, in this country at

least, to a ruin. It is today not simply a sect again. Its stubborn identification

with the totalitarian regime has deprived it of honor, of credit, of friends

and of all prospects of reconstruction. The great bulk of its members has left

it. It is suspect to all and despised by most.

The self-destruction of the Communist Party leaves a political vacuum
in the country- There is no lack of small groups proclaiming the ideal of social-

ism. But there is no socialist movement. To believe that there is some power,
uniquely inherent in American capitalism, that forever guards it against the
rise of such a movement, is to accept a myth. The Communist Party was for

many years a significant and impressive movement, and even though it was
not an authentically socialist organization it was widely accepted as such by
all classes. And the Socialist Party, before the First World War, was a genuine
socialist movement with deep roots and growing influence, prestige and promise.

Can a socialist movement be rebuilt in the United States? Our answer is an
emphatic Yes.

In no other capitalist country are the economic pre-conditions for socialist

reorganization so advanced as in the United States, with its unparalleled mate-
rial wealth, modernized technology and social organization of production. The
working class, historic bearer of socialism, is nowhere so massively organized,

so skilled and trained economically as here, but still without satisfactory
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political expression of its own. In the past, historical factors unique to the rise

of American capitalism and therefore to the classes composing it, militated
against the development of a socialist movement comparable in scope and
strength to those of the Old World. The spectacular rise in recent time of
a modern labor movement, more advanced in some respects than any in the
world, attests the weakening of the force of these impeding historical factors.
The absence of a corresponding socialist movement today can be attributed
mainly to the terrible discreditment of the idea of socialism resulting from
its identification in the popular mind of the past years with the totalitarian
exploitation and oppression of the people which is grotesquely labelled "social-
ism" in Russia and its satellite countries. Prosperity, government persecution,
hostile propaganda, this or that tactical blunder—each or all of them together
can account for a setback to socialism but not for the shattering of the socialist

movement. It can be accounted for, however, when it is understood that the
working class is led to believe that the socialism which speaks for its emancipa-
tion is represented by the harshest exploitation and the most brutal denial of
elementary democratic rights of the working class. No one has the right to be
surprised or mystified if, under such circumstances, the working class is alien-

ated from socialism and its movement. The American working class, at any
rate, is absolutely right in shunning that "socialism" and the movement that
represents and defends it. And this gives us the most important key to a new
beginning in solving the problem of rebuilding the American socialist move-
ment. By its representation and defense of the Stalinist regime, by its inability

to break away from it without equivocation, the Communist Party has com-
mitted suicide. Nobody can bring it back to life, and make it again the rallying

center of convinced socialists. Of all the obstacles to the growth of a genuinely
socialist movement in the United States, the biggest, the Communist Party,

no longer exists. Others remain, to be sure, but they do not cancel out the great
existing possibilities.

These possibilities, in turn, cannot be utilized unless those who are ready
and eager to make a new beginning achieve agreement among themselves.

Ideally, a maximum of agreement on all political, theoretical and even historical

questions might be considered desirable. But the possibility of attaining such

a degree of accord is presently so microscopic as to be ruled out in practice.

To make that attainment the pre-condition for reunion is to postpone the

reunion indefinitely. It is not only a matter of the numerous contending groups

and grouplets which embrace the organized socialists, most of them with

sharply defined positions on a wide variety of questions and traditions of

bitter mutual hostility. It is also and perhaps above all a matter of what are

certainly tens of thousands of unaffiliated people active in the trade unions,

the Negro organizations, the professional groups, civil liberties and other

progressive organizations, among the students, among the intellectuals, who
are still socialists, not disillusioned or burned out, but available as active

supporters of a serious socialist movement. Can any significant number of

them be won to a socialist political organization which has a tradition and a

practice of rigidly-defined positions on every political question, every question of

socialist theory, every occurrence in world history ; which demands agreement

and acceptance of all these positions as a condition for membership and the

right to speak for the organization; which imposes and enforces a quasi-military

discipline upon all its adherents in all their public words and deeds and allows

an exchange of views internally only grudgingly, only exceptionally, or not at

all? In general and as a rule, an organization of that kind is a caricature of

a socialist movement and a guarantee of intellectual and political sterility. In

the conditions presently prevailing among socialists in this country, the at-

tempt to construct or reconstruct such an organization is a crying absurdity
which is, to boot, doomed in advance. The defeats and setbacks of socialism,
here and abroad, the complexity of political problems of our time, and a multi-
plicity of other factors, have created wide divisions of opinion in every field of
socialist thought. Among them, each "school" regards itself as surely correct;
thousands regard themselves as uncertain, in doubt, confused ; and no individual
or group enjoys sufficient authority among all or even most of the others to
warrant general acceptance. Such authority, not in the bureaucratic sense of
command but in the socialist sense of intellectual conviction freely arrived at
under the persuasive influence of mutual discussion which does not degenerate
into the paralysis of endless gabbling—such authority does not exist today. Its

achievement requires time, patience, a sense of responsibility and a
sense of proportion. The differences of opinion which are legitimate in an
American socialist movement today cannot be forced into the Procrustean bed
of monolithism and smothered under humiliating "confessions of error," en-
forced acceptance of doctrine, and a deadening obedience to orders. From this
view we draw the conclusion : socialism can be reunited and grow into a move-
ment if it welcomes into its ranks all those who profess the goal of socialism
and, regardless of difference of opinion on controversial questions, are willing
to accept in full loyalty the responsibilities and rights of equal membership.

"All those who profess the goal of socialism?" This formula, once adequate
in the socialist movement, mandatorily needs qualification today. Socialism can
be rebuilt as a movement today only if it is unambiguously committed to demo-
cratic socialism. That was the common position and tradition of all wings and
currents of the socialist movement in the past, from the most conservative to
the most radical, from the right to the extreme left. It is in this respect
that Stalinism excludes itself from any possible legitimacy in the socialist

movement. It has destroyed the indispensable link between socialism and de-

mocracy. Indeed, it denies the validity of this link not only in violent words but
in even more violent deeds. Socialism can never become a serious move-
ment unless it wins support and respect primarily and above all in the ranks of
the working class. It cannot—in any case, it does not deserve to—win them if

it appears as an apologist for the denial and suppression of democratic rights,

or indeed as anything but the most ardent, dogged and consistent champion of

the expansion of democratic rights up to the fullest achievement of democracy
which is the triumph of socialism itself. The ever greater expansion of democ-
racy is what the American workers seek instinctively and with increasing con-

sciousness. To the extent that they have consciously shunned socialism in the

United States in recent years, they have been prompted not by the fact that

spokesman for socialism demand more and more democratic rights under capi-

talism but largely by the fact that these same spokesmen justify the denial of

these rights under Stalinist "socialism."

Certainly, it is not a question of some sort of academic debate on "democ-
racy in general" or "workers' democracy" or "bourgeois democracy," as some
innocent people, to say nothing of artful dodgers, may contend. The question

is much too clear and simple for even the most artful of modern Pontius Pilates

to dodge with the challenge of "What after all is democracy?" No socialist has

the slightest difficulty in speaking up for democratic rights in the United
States : he means the right of free speech, free press, free assembly, the right

to organize and strike, the right to vote, the right of representative government,
the right of national self-determination, and the like. Whoever finds it difficult

to speak up, especially after the grim experience of Hitlerism, on the one

side, and of Stalinism, on the other, for democratic rights in a country which
he considers, in whatever way, to be socialist, excludes himself from the



organized socialist community. In other words, a rebuilt socialist movement
requires not some tongue-in-cheek genuflection before a formula called "demo-
cratic socialism" but an honest committment to support the establishment and
expansion of elementary democratic rights both in the capitalist world and in
the Stalinist world. Just as it would cripple its socialist character by demanding
democratic rights in the Stalinist world while supporting or condoning their
suppression in the capitalist world, it would produce the same result by demand-
ing democracy in the capitalist world while supporting or weaving finespun
apologetics for its suppression in what is called the "socialist" world.

In the reconstruction of a socialist movement in this country, we believe
that the Socialist Party, or as it is presently called, the Socialist Party-Social
Democratic Federation, has an outstanding role to play and an exceptional
opportunity and responsibility. The reasons for this opinion are set forth amply
in the resolution of the Independent Socialist League. We are for rebuilding
what we describe, in shorthand, as the Debsian Socialist Party. Those who
reply that the Socialist Party, in Debs' day, also had its deficiencies, are
undoubtedly right; but the reply is irrelevant. Nobody in his right mind con-
ceives of building a mere carbon copy of the Socialist Party of the days before
the first World War—an impossibility in itself. What we have in mind is all

that was healthy, vigorous, militant, and democratic in the party of Eugene
Debs, which made it an attractive, respected and authoritative force in the
American working class and in American politics in general, and which can be
adapted to the conditions and the problems not of the early days of the first

half of this century but to those of the second half in which we live and fight.

We do not seek to build a new sect or to combine a couple of the existing
sects. Socialism can prosper and triumph only as a movement. When the pros-

pects for a genuine movement are actually at hand, the sects that are prepared
to contribute all that is positive and worthwhile in their existence to the ad-

vancement of a movement play a progressive part. Those that guard their

sectarian interests at the expense of a movement, play a reactionary part by
standing in the way of the movement, and they shrivel and die. That fate they
deserve.

The Socialist Party is, it is true, extremely weak today. But it has the

possibility and opportunity to become the rallying center for an effective

socialist movement which is unique, and to which no other existing socialist

organization can lay claim. Its opportunity is likewise the opportunity of all

socialists in the country who want it to rank high in the socialist movement of

the world and are willing to work toward that goal. At the turn of the century,

American socialists had the opportunity of launching a movement. They
grasped it, despite the difficulties and despite the gloomy feelings of many.
They built a real political force in their time. Now, we are convinced, we have
another great opportunity. The way to grasp it and realize it as we understand
the situation, is outlined in the resolution that we submit for the consideration

of all socialists, including those who have broken from stultifying Stalinism.

We do not regard it as "the last word" which all who seek salvation must accept

without question or condition. But it is our seriously thought-out view, and our

contribution to a discussion which is of the highest importance and promise for

American socialism today. It is in that spirit that we ask for the socialist

reader's attention and reflection.

Max Shachtman

The Case for Unity:

New Perspectives for American Socialism

The workers are organized. The Ne-

groes are on the offensive. The mood
of liberalism and democracy is rising. Of
course, conservative and anti-democratic

trends persist strongly but a new situa-

tion is determined by the above three

facts.

Taken by themselves, these factors

would make possible a significant and
relatively prompt rise of socialist influ-

ence in the U.S. only if it were already

an established force of some power; but

it is not. On the contrary, the truly so-

cialist movement is at the lowest point

in its history. It will take time, class

struggles, political experiences, the fur-

ther radicalization of the consciousness

of the working class, above all, its de-

velopment toward political independence

and a new party before we can expect

socialism to begin to emerge as a mass
force.

UPWARD PUSH

Awaiting that however, it is still pos-

sible for socialism to begin its rise; to come
out of its present position of stagnation,

decline and disintegration and to com-

mence its upward push toward the status

of a recognized political movement, if not

a genuine working class party. The big

historic trends make possible a long term,

steady climb—the slow process of assem-

bling new human material for a newly

built movement. The relationship of forces

between socialism and labor, at this point

however creates special difficulties. AH
experience has demonstrated that where
socialism is reduced to a tiny sect existing

side by side with a big mass movement, it

is difficult to win those active in the mass

movement to affiliation to a small socialist

group.

If this fully described the task of so-

cialists today, they might properly pro-

ceed in leisurely fashion, encouraged and
optimistic over the long range prospects

while continuing as before to educate, to

issue various papers and magazines, to

maintain the present existing organiza-

tions in the same form, while awaiting
big events.

But more is necessary because a big

step forward is possible. It is possible

under certain conditions to unite existing

groups, to make a new start, to break
out of the sectarian form of existence

into which all are stalemated, and to re-

new socialism as a movement.

The possibilities exist now and will

probably remain for some time, but not
forever. To realize these possibilities be-

fore they are dissipated all socialist

groups, including the ISL, must reorient

their thinking and make a turn in out-

look.

THE COLLAPSE OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY

Stalinism was thrown into a world-

wide crisis by the 20th Congress and the

Hungarian Revolution. Nowhere was the

crisis as deepgoing as in the United
States where the Communist Party is

smashed, isolated, split from within and
reduced to a large but dwindling sect.

For some time, the party had been

plagued by its "isolation from the mass
movement/' Up to the Congress it was
easily possible to attribute the decline of

its influence to this or that tactical error,

"rightist" or "leftist." But now, the

source of its demise is revealed to all as

Stalinism itself. In the U. S., the CP as



an organization seems doomed beyond
hope of redemption. The rapidity of its

disintegration is a product of many
causes but most crucial is the unrelenting
hostility of a powerful labor movement.
The most militant and progressive ele-

ments in the working class who once
looked upon it with tolerance, even with
sympathy, and who often followed its

leadership, have now become its most
determined opponents. Thus, the work-
ing class movement in the U. S. has final-

ly triumphed over Stalinism.

The collapse of the CP dears the way
for the reconstruction of the socialist

movement in the U.S. For it was Stalinism

through the CP, that dominated the radi-

cal movement for more than 20 years. For
a variety of reasons, the overwhelming
majority of those who opposed capitalism

and who wanted socialism looked to Sta-

linism. They joined the CP or fell under its

influence directly or indirectly. The social-

ist sympathies of a whole generation were
perverted and undermined: if radicals

were led to accept totalitarian dictator-

ship because they thought it was socialism,

liberals and laborites were led to reject

socialism because they thought it meant
totalitarian dictatorship. Thus it was its

identification with tyranny, by its critics

as well as by its self-styled supporters,
that ruined socialism in the U.S.

SOCIALIST TRADITION
Yet socialism, while always a minority

in the working class, has deep traditions
in the U. S. labor movement. For a gener-
ation, Stalinism was able to capture con-
trol of this current in American life and
thereby to defeat and almost to wipe out
the democratic socialist movement which
was reduced to a handful of organized
individuals in scattered small groups.
But that chapter is finished.

Tens of thousands have already broken
with Stalinism or are about to do so.

Many are ripe for a new conception of
socialism and in their rejection of Stalin-
ism are at least moving toward demo-
cratic socialism. It is possible now to re-

build the socialist movement as a genu-
inely democratic movement. The speed
with which this can be done depends to a
large extent on the political direction and
fate of those who have moved away from
Stalinism.

It is true that some have been so cor-
rupted by Stalinism and its perversion of
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socialism, that they will never find their

way back to socialism; above all those

inside the Communist Party who agree

with Foster and those outside who re-

main unmoved by world events and the

anti-Stalinist revolution. Others too have
undoubtedly become hopelessly cynical,

contemptuous of the working class and
lacking all confidence in socialism. They
will find their places among the 27 varie-

ties of bourgeois politics or drift out of

politics altogether.

THOUSANDS SEEK ROAD
But other thousands leave Stalinism to

find a road to democratic socialism. Thou-

sands have already left the CP but drift

about without direction waiting for a new
orientation. They read the publications,

they attend the symposiums and discus-

sions but they join none of the socialist

groups. Others, for lack of any alternative

perspective, remain within the CP where
they look to Gates and his allies. Here,
they continue a disorienting and futile ef-

fort to escape the consequences of Stalin-

ism while remaining together with Stalin-

ists.

It is possible that, in the last analysis,

all this will come to nothing; that the
corrupting effects of Stalinism will prove
to have been so deep-seated that these

tens of thousands will perish politically.

We do not think this is likely. If so, how-
ever, Stalinism will have succeeded po-

litically in wiping out a whole generation
of those who once looked to socialism.

Even in defeat it would have won its

ironic victory over democratic socialism.

Under such conditions, it will be neces-

sary to rebuild the socialist movement
more slowly and with greater difficulty

from among new elements, especially the
youth, whose political interests and so-

cialist consciousness has yet to be
aroused. If democratic socialists turn
their backs upon events and take a pure-
ly negative attitude toward the thou-
sands torn loose from Stalinism, then the
possibilities may in fact be dissipated.

But a chief task and duty at this mo-
ment is to fight politically to rescue so-

cialism from its Stalinist perversion and
to win those thousands to democratic so-

cialism. What is required is a positive,

fighting, militant, confident campaign to

establish its dominance in the American
radical public.

In no sense is it a matter of reconcilia-

tion with Stalinism, of appeasing it, or

compromising with it. We must take, as

they are, those who are breaking with it;

find a way to complete their break from
Stalinism and win them to resurgent so-

cialism. In sum, it is a question of the final

and complete defeat of Stalinism and all

the remnants of its ideology.

INSIDE THE CP
The CP is not only drastically reduced

in numbers, isolated, distrusted, reduced
to little more than a big sect. Significant-

ly, it is divided into at least 3 different

opposing tendencies. The conflict among
them has led to a debate and faction fight

unlike any in the party's recent history,

for it was a genuine political struggle

which has not yet been resolved and
which can never be resolved within the

framework of a single organization. The
situation inside the CP requires the

closest attention of all socialists and,

where possible, participation by them in

the debates, especially on the question of

a new, broad, socialist movement and re-

lated questions of democracy.

The three tendencies could be roughly
characterized as follows : the Foster wing-

represents a "Russian" Stalinist wing
which would maintain the Communist
Party as an unchanged instrument of

world Stalinist policy. The Dennis wing,
basically Stalinist in outlook, would at-

tempt to adapt the party to the American
scene in a maneuverist manner, while re-

taining a basic loyalty to the Russian
bureaucratic class and its social system.

The Gates wing alone has taken signifi-

cant steps away from Stalinism, above
all in its position on the Hungarian
events, in its attitude toward a broad so-

cialist movement, in its strivings to-

wards what it itself calls "democratic
socialism." Its theoretical and political

positions are far from adequate. Its tac-

tics are weak and compromising. It con-

tinues to vacillate between Stalinism and
democratic socialism. At bottom, it is

torn between the Russian ruling class

and the American working class. But the

important political fact is that it has al-

ready moved a distance away from one
and toward the other.

It is true that the CP is now relatively

small and the Gates group even smaller.

But it is not a question of Gates as an in-

dividual nor even merely of the hundreds

of CP members who look toward him for

leadership and a way out of their dilem-

ma. The Gates wing, inside the CP, repre-

sents in a concentrated form the problem
and the opportunities for democratic so-

cialism among thousands of others outside

the CP who were once under its influence.

The fate of the Gates tendency will help

determine the political course of many
others outside the CP.

No one can propose to prescribe its

precise tactical course inside the CP, for
it will undoubtedly be necessary for it

and its followers to go through a whole
evolution and new internal struggles be-

fore it can find its place in a renewed
socialist movement. However, if it is not
to slide backward, it will have to con-

tinue to press for an anti-Stalinist line,

above all to come out clearly and un-
ambiguously for democracy everywhere,
and in the final analysis at the proper
time and under the proper conditions to

make a complete break with the Stalin-

ists and find a place in the democratic
socialist movement. It is the duty of so-

cialists, on the other hand, to encourage
and to press it to make that break not
only by participating in all the discus-

sions but above all by reconstructing

democratic socialism as a new pole of

attraction for all radicals.

REGROUPMENT AND UNITY

While the disintegration of Stalinism

makes possible the reconstruction of a

socialist movement, this possibility can-

not be realized, so to speak, automatical-

ly. All the groups and publications, so-

cialist, near-socialist and pseudo-social-

ist, are intensely interested in the ques-

tion of socialist regroupment and reuni-

fication. None of them, as they are, in the

natural course of their normal activity

and development is able to serve as the

vehicle for rallying thousands for a new
beginning. None has emerged as the cen-

ter by itself and none has demonstrated
that it is about to do so. For one thing:

the terrible experience with Stalinism

has left thousands, and rightly so, hesi-

tant to accept out of hand any new
"finished" program which purports to

answer all the political, social, and theo-

retical and historical questions in one

uniform, worked out program. In the

theoretical uncertainty that follows the

disarray of Stalinism, a whole period of
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discussion and deliberation will be re-

quired before new theoretical landmarks
are clearly mapped out. Unity need not
wait resolution of all these questions.

Each of the groups too is weak. Each
compares itself not only with the others

but with the big* mass movements and
seeks an effective means of bringing- so-

cialism to them. All the discussions final-

ly hit up against the key problem: how,
from the respective standpoint of each
of the tendencies, to achieve or restore

the union of socialist (or pseudo-social-

ist) ideas within the labor movement.
This too is the case with the ISL.

A CONCRETE TASK
Our decisions must facilitate, not in

some unrealizably ideal or abstract sense

but in the sense of the maximum possible

under the concrete curcumstances the ad-

vancement of the ideas of democratic so-

cialism in the ranks of labor and Negro
movements and the corresponding growth
of the socialist movement based upon
these broad mass movements and exercis-

ing an increasing influence among them.
Any decision taken in the matter of social-

ist unity or in relation with other groups,
must serve this objective. Any decision, no
matter what success it seems to yield of a

temporary or isolated nature, but which
conflicts with this objective, which does
not serve it, or which is not conceived and
carried on in a way which is consciously
subordinated to the attainment of this ob-
jective is wrong.

Since no single group as it is now con-
stituted is in a position to accomplish this

task, a tendency arises to unite forces.

But it is not a simple matter and not
every projected form of regroupment is

equally effective or correct.

One complicating factor is this: Stal-

inism as an organized party and leader-
ship is practically dead, but the ideologi-

cal influence it once wielded has not yet
been completely eliminated. In one form
or another it remains as an influence

among several of the tendencies. To the

extent that they are able to shake off the
residue of the ideology of Stalinism, it

will be possible for them to make a posi-

tive contribution to an effective socialist

regroupment. But if a regroupment took
place essentially through the unification

of these groups into a new united move-
ment excluding only the outright Stalin-

ist leadership, it would of necessity repel
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those who are committed to democratic

socialism. Such democratic socialists,

without accepting all the policies identi-

fied with the ISL, oppose Stalinism and
are hostile to those who give it critical

support in the name of socialism.

"PRO-SOVIET" REGROUPMENT
Such a new coalesced movement would

carry the stamp, not so much by formal

decision as by its predominant composi-
tion of a reformed and modified pro-

Stalinastic movement. Such a coalition

could hardly play a genuinely positive role

in the growth of a socialist movement as
we conceive of it. Nor could it push those

who are already moving away from Stal-

inism further in the right direction. On the

contrary, it would tend to halt their ideo-

logical and political progress and nulify

the contribution they can make to the

growth of the socialist movement. Our con-

tact, discussion or collaboration with

these groups and individuals must there-

fore aim at persuading them not to yield

to any tendency toward such a coalition

and at turning their attention to concrete

alternatives.

While we seek friendly contact and dis-

cussions free from violent polemics with

such groups and individuals, we must de-

cline sponsorship and responsibility for

any organization or "semi-organization"

that has not declared plainly, whatever
its estimate of the social nature or course

of development of the Stalinist countries,

that it is hostile to and independent of

the totalitarian regimes that rule them,

and supports all genuinely democratic
movements and struggles against these

regimes. Inasmuch as all the groups in-

volved in any possible unification have to

one degree or another condemned the at-

tack of Stalinism upon the Hungarian
people and expressed support for the

democratic and socialist struggle of these

people against the Hungarian and Rus-
sian Stalinist regimes, our proposal for

such a general declaration on their part
cannot reasonably be objected to as an
attempt by us to impose an ultimatum
upon them.

Further, it is not we who propose that

any new organization center exclusively

around such elements. If these groups,

for whatever motive of principle or tac-

tics, are not ready to base their mutual
collaboration among other things upon a
clear public commitment to support of

democracy and democratic struggles

everywhere, then it is clear that any re-

groupment, new organization or semi-

organization formed by them would be,

at the very least, premature.

DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS

What is required is a clearly demo-
cratic socialist pole of attraction as an
alternative to Stalinism. If it can be cre-

ated and built, it will speed up the proc-

ess of rooting out the last vestiges of

Stalinist influence and induce all other

groups to shake off the remnants of its

ideology. The first elements of such a
center exist among those already com-
mitted, like the ISL, to democratic social-

ism. These are all the groups and tenden-

cies that clearly oppose Stalinism; whose
socialism is nowise identified with it;

who declare that socialism and democracy
are inseparable; and who maintain that

socialism cannot be imposed by dictators

above but must come from the demo-
cratic decision of the people.

There are many differences among all

these tendencies; in origin, in theory, in

historical analysis, in political line on cur-

rent questions; differences which will un-

doubtedly persist for some time. We do
not propose that they renounce their views

on disputed questions and we do not pro-

pose to renounce ours. But it is fully pos-

sible and necessary to discuss all views In

such a fraternal atmosphere that makes it

possible to collaborate in achieving the

key political objective of our time : the

reconstruction of a united democratic so-

cialist movement.

Of all the groups, one stands out

uniquely: the Socialist Party-Social

Democratic Federation. In size, it is not

larger than others. It, however, is already

broad enough in character to serve as

an inclusive movement embracing a wide
range of democratic-socialist tendencies.

It represents, to the interested public, so-

cialism in general; unlike the SLP it is

not hostile to the labor movement; it is

small but it is not discredited and enjoys

the respect, if not the support, of many
militants in the labor movement. It can
play a special role in unifying and re-

building the movement.

The Independent Socialist League is in

favor of unity with the SP because it can

become the framework for such a unifica-

tion and make a tremendous contribution

toward its advancement. If the SP ne-

glects the opportunities at hand it will

drastically reduce the prospects for its

growth in the immediate period ahead
and in the future as well. The orientation

of the ISL is based upon doing its best

to help realize the former possibility. The
ISL decides firmly in favor of unity with

the SP as it is at present constituted and
without posing any conditions of an or-

ganizational or political kind save those

that are incontestable for all members
enjoying equality of rights and duties.

OPEN DISCUSSION
To effectuate unity with the SP we do

not believe that it is necescsary for either

side to gloss over or conceal actual dif-

ferences or criticisms of their respective

positions on questions of immediate im-

portance. Rather it is possible to discuss

them not in a harsh or hostile manner
but in a non-polemical, non-factional

spirit.

The ISL has neither the intention nor the

desire to unite with the SP in order to cap-

ture It, for even if this were possible, such

a "victory" would not only be meaning-

less but, what is worse, it would defeat

the very objective of converting the SP
from its present position of isolation and
weakness to an effective influential, broad
democratic socialist movement in the best

traditions of the Debs period. Without for

a moment abandoning our right to present

our own views on the policies and tactics

of the socialist movement, we favor the

exercize of this elementary right in such a

way as to serve the aim of building the

SP, of bringing into it new and numerous
elements from the labor movement, the

Negro movement, the student youth, the

intellectuals and professional people and
not in such a way as to sterilize the party

by making it a vanishing battle ground
for hard and fast factions or sects.

In the same spirit, we are ready to

make concrete proposals on specific im-

mediate issues facing socialists in the

fields of both domestic and foreign policy

with the objective of strengthening the

united organization, and increasing its

effectiveness. Our fundamental theoreti-

cal approach to problems of both immedi-
ate and long-range importance can prop-

erly be explained and presented in such
vehicles of expressions as are available

under the rules of the united organiza-

tion.
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BUILD UP SP
Without for a moment abandoning our

support of the principles and practices of

democratic socialism as the basis for a

reunited and healthy socialist movement,
but rather by insisting upon these princi-

ples, we aim to build a Socialist Party
which successfully takes up the challenge

offered by the existence of great numbers
of radicals who have already broken with
Stalinism or are in the course of doing
so, and seek a vigorous socialist organiza-

tion which rejects sectarianism and aims
at becoming a living movement. It is pre-

cisely in this sense that the Socialist Par-
ty has the possibility of replacing the

Stalinist Party as the leader and spokes-

man for the radical and progressive
movement, not only and not even so much
those of the past period but the new ones
that are sure to develop.

Individual radicals formerly under the

influence of Stalinism may be recruited to

a revolutionary sect. But the bulk of those
who are still ready to work for socialism

can be attracted only to an organization

which is a serious political movement or

which has the possibility of being devel-

oped into such a movement. From this

point of view, too. the ISL favors unity

with the SP as the organization which it

is possible to build up- as a serious pole of

attraction to all radicals of yesterday, to-

day and tomorrow, which offers a signifi-

cant alternative to Stalinism in the strug-

gle against capitalism and imperialism. If

the SP takes advantage of the real pos-
sibilities that are arising before our eyes
it will be able to become such a pole of

attraction. Meanwhile, in discussions with
the various so-called "pro-Soviet" ele-

ments in and outside the CP we emphasize
above all our minimum political platform
for democratic socialist regroupment and
present and defend the ISL's proposal that
it unite with the SP. We strongly urge that
the SP enter into all the current debates
end discussions on regroupment.

TOWARD LABOR MOVEMENT
Our aim with regard to the Socialist

Party must serve in turn our wider long
range aim with regard to the labor move-
ment, as the most important of the mass
movements in the country. The present
period is a long interlude between the
last radicalization wave and the one to

come. In such a period it is not possible to
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think in terms of a genuinely powerful
socialist movement numbering many tens

of thousands and influencing many hun-
dreds of thousands and more. But it is

possible and necessary to utilize to the
maximum all the possibilities now at

hand to consolidate during this interlude

the kind of socialist movement that will

be best able to assist the working class in

its further economic and political prog-

ress and be assisted in turn by the most
conscious elements from its ranks who
join and build the socialist wing of the

labor movement.
There is no ideal form of socialist or-

ganization good for all times, places and
conditions. What is required is a move-
ment adapted to the tasks of its time. In

the United States, socialism faces a new
beginning; it must rescue and restore a
generation which has been influenced by
Stalinism; it must educate a new gener-

ation never touched by socialism ; it must
restore socialism to a respected position

inside the labor movement. The charac-
teristics and qualities of a movement best

adapted to perform these tasks will be-

come clearer with experience; it would
be impossible to elaborate in detail now
what will be required in time. We can
suggest in a general way what seem to

us the indicated landmarks.

DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT
What ruined socialism in the United

States was its identification with Russian
tyranny by a majority of radicals as well

as by non-socialists. It will not rise from
its present state of fragmentation and
isolation—more, it will not deserve to do
so—unless it comes forward unambigu-
ously as a democratic movement.

It takes its position against capitalism,

against Stalinism, and for socialism,

making clear in its platform that the so-

cial system it proposes to substitute for
capitalism in the United States is not
what prevails in Russia or other nations
dominated by the Communists.

It stands for democracy everywhere and
gives moral support and encouragement to

those who fight for it in every nation. It

defends democracy in the United States
and strives to extend it and in all the capi-

talist countries of the world. But it stands
at least equally for democracy in Russia

and its satellites. It insists that the peo-
ple deserve at least the same democratic
rights there as we demand here.

And by democracy we mean the right

of free speech, free press and assembly,

the right to free trade unions with the

right to strike; the right to form political

parties and organizations free to alter

the ruling regime by peaceful, legal proc-

esses.

Wherever a capitalist imperialist gov-

ernment crushes the independence of a

subject people, any democratic socialist

movement worthy of the name must
speak out against it; particularly if, as

in France under Mollet, it was perpe-

trated in the name of a government
formed by a Socialist Party. But the

movement must be at least as ready to

support the struggle for fredom in all

nations dominated by Russia, to defend

the right of the nation's of Eastern Eu-
rope, for example, to self-determination

and to condemn attacks upon their na-

tional existence as in Hungary.

A renewed movement is for the demo-

cratic road to socialism. Socialism will

come into power with the support of the

people or what comes to power will not

be socialism. Democratic socialism re-

jects the notion that socialism can be

imposed upon the people by a tyrannical

regime.

A renewed movement must encompass

a wide range of tendencies living within

a single organization united upon com-
mon objectives while debating and dis-

cussing disputed questions in an atmos-

phere of unity. It must be broad and not

"narrow" to accomplish two objectives;

(1) Only a broad movement could unite

the diverse currents that must join to-

gether at this point. (2) In the context

of the situation in the U. S., only such a

movement could bring socialism to the

working class and recruit substantial

numbers from it.

The old generation of radicals who are

breaking from Stalinism have been thrown

off balance; they will not readily accept

some newly worked out system of ideas

covering every subject to replace what
they are discarding. They need time and
they deserve it to work their way through

a whole series of complex problems. The

new generation that will come to socialism

cannot be expected to adopt any elabor-

ate program at one swoop; they will come
step by step to socialism on the basis of

their own experiences. Moreover, demo-
cratic socialists themselves are divided

over many questions of theory and history,

not to mention important current political

questions.

MINIMUM PLATFORM

Many problems of theory and history

will of necessity remain "unsettled." If it

was necessary to work through all these

questions to a final conclusion the re-

building of socialist organization might
wait indefinitely. The analysis of two
wars, the fate of two internationals, the

Russian Revolution ; the roots and mean-
ing of Stalinism . . . questions like these

are of great significance but they cannot
become the basis for a new movement.
What is required is not a fully finished

declaration of principles, fully motivated
historically and analytically, but that

minimum platform of democratic social-

ism that makes it possible to take a big

step forward at this juncture.

One of the chief causes of permanent
splits in the past was the so-called "Rus-
sian Question." The theoretical differ-

ences have fanned out until a whole rain-

bow of theories are put forward by the

tendencies. Some refer to Russia as a

state of a "socialist" type; others state

capitalism; others bureaucratic collectiv-

ism; others a degenerated workers state.

Likewise there are varying modes of

characterizing the tasks of socialism in

relation to the Stalinist regimes. Some
call for democracy through reform; or by
evolution; or by political revolution; or

by social revolution.

For us to declare that collaboration

with other groups requires their accept-

ance of al! our theoretical positions in-

cluding our position on the nature of Stal-

inism and of Stalinist society, or that such

acceptance is required for coexistence in

one socialist organization, would be wrong
and ultimatistic and contrary to our con-

ception of the socialist unification that is

now required. We make no such declara-

tion and we reject it when made by any-

one else. We regard the theoretical differ-

ences on the "Russian Question," on Stal-

inism, as regards the groups now discuss-

ing unity as "frozen" for the present. We
do not refrain from advancing our own
theoretical position but we do not make
it or the position of any other tendency

the pre-condition for unity.

The pre-condition for unity is accept-

ance of the general principles of demo-
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craitc socialism, agreement upon a demo- before, and as on other matters in this

cratic life for the united organization and broad, inclusive party, no discipline should

support of the democratic struggle be imposed on this question. What is in-

against totalitarianism. This does not en- volved here is not just a formula to suit

compass the full position of the ISL, to the convenience of small groups with di-

whose tendency we reserve the demo- vergent views. It is the only practical

cratic right of advocacy in a responsible way to make it possible to bring all those

and not disruptive way in a united organ!- union militants who can be brought into

zation, which is the right of any other ten- a united socialist movement without wait-

dency as well. This viewpoint Indicates ing for a drastic change in their views

that we do not regard or put forward the on every question.

ISL as the basis of the reunification of the We t&ke for granted that the inner life

socialist movement, but do consider it as
Qf & unHed movement must be one of

an indispensable element of the unity and
vigorous democracy for all its tendencies

as a tendency in it enjoying full equality and individuals . This is not on iy a guid-
with all others. ing pr inciple in general but an elemen-

From this general conception of the tary precondition for its growth today,

nature of a broad movement, we do not Socialism is on the eve of a new begin-
rule out any group or individual in ad- ninq When it firs+ emeraed in this co„„try
vance as part of a united socialist move- from a sectarlan existence at the turn of
ment solely on the basis of past political fhe centurVt it had to break out of the
positions or affiliations. What is decisive hard she|| of the o)d SLp which r jqfd|y
is their position today on the central and mechanfca„y subjected all the activi-
question of democracy in both the Com-

f|es of
.

+s members to orga „izational cen-
munist and capitalist camps and their

sorsh|p an<J contro , St To free the move.

readiness to participate together with ment from stu ,tificat joni to u „|eash the
other tendencies in the reconstruction of

fB |tiaHve of ifs SUpporters and to win ove
a broad democratic socialist movement. new e|eme||ti amonq the workers. farmers

pmiTlf»AI AfTlflM and intellectuals, it was necessary to found
rOLITIWAL AWIIUH

a new parfy #(| mflke fl new s+art . fhe

Another question that has been sharply Socialist Party.

disputed in the socialist movement has In many respects the task today is

ism and once again attract serious tal- respected by thousands of others at the
ented elements among the intellectuals. outset.

The ISL, however, is only one tendency
GOOD WILL among many and the responsibility for

T„. „ 4* „ , , ., j making a new start rests upon all. It is
Just as the movement must provide de- „ _ . . ... , „ /,,
„ , . ,, -, , , possible, but not like y, that the inspiring

mocracy and autonomy, all its branches r
_ 1#

' ...... 1
* .

* j 1,111- A j * potentialities wi be wasted and a great
and tendencies should be expected to r

. J
'

utilize and exercize these rights in a re- ., .. ... ,

v
B . JL_ ,.°

1
_

•i i » -U- • ii j.- m- f so, it wi not be the ISL which bears
sponsible fashion, carrying on all activity ' ,

in the spirit of loyalty to a common or- !^b,ame:
.
11

W
? ?" d° °" ly ?"' Sh"e a"d

ganization and conducting all discussions ** "e W,M d° *° *? ut
?:
ost

-
lf
V
*>™e™r -

and debates in a fraternal atmosphere •"•»P*» •' e*orts
'
d..pH. o.r hopes and

without bitter internecine factional war- "P^fT +h
.

e re"ns*"\c+'°" «»* Amen-

fare and without threat of splits. There " n soc '° l '*m '• P-s+poned. we w, con-

™ c+ u „ . r *-• u ii ft,„i it. „ tinue as before to preserve and to defendmust be a realization by all that the ce- ... - , A . ...

menting of a new movement out of di-
the P"nc 'P les •* democrats socialism.

verse elements requires good will and co-
r^i

for everV
x
steP to rees+abl ' sh * « s «

operation on all sides.
un,fied moveme"+-

In any case, we look to the future with

4 optimism. The world working class

struggle against Stalinism has begun. In
We are under no grandiose illusions the United States Stalinism is dying;

about the speedy possibility of a powerful the working class is powerfully organ-
mass movement of socialism. But there is ized; the Negroes fight for democracy. In
now the unmistakable opportunity for a one way or another, even in forms which
big step forward, above all to lift demo- are not now predictable, these potent his-

cratic socialism from the level of small torical factors will make their impact up-
rival sects to the position of a unified on American socialism, shaping its

movement, supported by thousands and course and guaranteeing its resurgence.

been political action policy. One line of similar. Those who come to socialism will

divergency here lies between those on the come in their own way out of many
one hand who would support bourgeois arenas of struggle, from many political

candidates on the old party tickets under directions. A renewed movement cannot
certain conditions, and those, on the try to cast everyone into one uniform
other, who propose to support only the mold without harm to itself. Upon the

candidates of the labor movement against foundation of its basic minimum plat-

the old party machines. This difference form of democratic socialism it must per-

will probably persist until labor forms its mit the widest latitude of autonomy to its

own party and perhaps even after. A re- sections and members, encouraging them
united movement must permit the co- to issue books, periodicals, pamphlets; to

operative coexistence of both these views establish schools, scientific institutes and
within the framework of a single organi- to participate freely in all the political

zation and provide suitable political and and intellectual arenas without subject-

organizational forms for their living to- ing them to rigid or mechanical organi-

gether without imposing the line of one zational controls and censorship. In sum,
upon the other. However, we feel that one it must not be based on any form of su-

of the primary tasks of a socialist organ- per-centralism, but upon the free associ-

ization is to clearly and unambiguously, ation of common ideas limited and deter-

as an organization, oppose support to the mined only by its basic platform of demo-
capitalist parties and candidates and to cratic socialism and the defense of the

dispel illusions about the possibilities of movement against its enemies, allowing

working within, defending or reforming initiative, experimentation and the ac-

one or the other as the lesser evil. But cumulation of experiences. It is such an

while favoring such a policy for the par- atmosphere, and only such, that can win

ty we feel that for the reasons described capable militants in the unions to social-
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